Oakbrook School Improvement Goals
Math, Reading, Writing, Science and Social Studies

Mr. Mader’s Fabulous Friday Letter
Monday 9

Tuesday 10
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Thursday 12

Friday 13
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SCHOOL SPOTLIGHT
March = Narrative Reading
Tuesday = No School For Students
Thursday = Talent Show
Friday = School Store & Bagel Day

Subjects at a Glance
Science: Unit 6.2 - “Body Systems”
ADV100 Math: Unit 5 – Ratios and Proportions (finishes)

Oakbrook’s Positive Behavior System
Theme = HONESTY

Teacher Notes
Teacher Professional Development
I thought I’d take a moment to share the coursework that we as teachers are studying most recently in our state
required professional development work. Over the December break, we were enrolled in an interesting course on
social and emotional development and its impact on learners. One example of our learning is the importance of
helping students learn self-awareness and at the same time learn to appreciate cultural diversity. Over the February
break, we were enrolled in a second course that went into more detail on this topic and how it can be intertwined into
daily lessons. For example, how students can benefit from learning to productively work in student teams. This next
Tuesday, we are enrolled in a course on Differentiated Learning. Each year, we as teachers get the chance – per state
licensing requirements – to enhance and further develop our teaching skills – which of course benefits our students.
So while the children enjoy the day off next week, their teachers will be hard at work learning J
Parent Portal / Website Reminder
Two great websites for strong family support and involvement:
1. Parent Portal: I upload new grades weekly – no need to wait for a progress report – it’s a click away!
2. Room21mader.weebly.com –classroom website – quick links to DE Techbook and Spelling City…

